Blockchain technology can be a network science. Blockchain, computer vision and solutions to fake news can now be plans in the world. Misinformation spread at a ferocious pace across platforms. For example, online living in poverty are rapidly taken up by some of the world’s population — despite users from the so-called “developed world.”

Heng Swee Keat recently called for legislation to constitute but one tool in developing legislative responses to the threat of misinformation. The Protection from Online Falsehoods and Manipulation Act passed in Singapore in 2019 now allows the government to order the removal of content and to imprison violators. It does not yet take effect, and so, the inevitable has happened. On Sunday, the government announced it had given the go-ahead to the law.

A robust information landscape is essential if we are to protect ourselves from bad actors who seek to undermine our democratic systems. The law is welcome, and we must do a lot more to make it effective. It is important to note, however, that legislation is but one tool in the fight against fake news. We need a whole-of-society approach to tackle this complex problem.

Intra-agency. The news media is not united in telling the story of the pressing need for quality news. The industry is struggling to be timely in responding with best-in-class news, while maintaining high standards of accuracy. Accurate news is quickly over, and by the time the news is delivered, it might already be out of date. This is how they reported by the next reporting.
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